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Faculty wary of proposed GE jump
Senate suggests
14-unit increase
By Marcene Ft-lumen
Proposed changes in SJSU’s general education requirements were met
with skepticism by most of 100-plus faculty members who turned out at the
Academic Senate meeting Thursday.
An ad hoc committee of the senate recently recommended, among other
things, that the GE requirements be increased from 40 to 54 units for
graduation.
Complaints at the meeting included sentiment that the revision is totally
unnecessary that it could cause untenured faculty members hardship or
even their jobs, that not all students could handle the extra unit load and that
many departments’ courses are unrepresented.
The task of revamping SJSU’s GE program was given to the sevenmember committee in May. Its objective was to improve the GE curriculum
and improve students basic skills.
The resulting plan suggested:
Raising required GE units from 40 to 54 units;
Including GE courses in upper division curricula;
Forming a GE administration; and
Emphasizing interdisciplinary courses.
Academic Vice President Hobert Bums said the present system is ’too
cafeteria-curriculumish.
"There’s too much fragmentary knowledge," he said. Burns believes
the proposal could be an answer to this problem.
Implementation, if the plan is approved, is set for fall 1979.
But according to those attending the open hearing, the plan isn’t perfect.
Associate Professor of Sociology Geoffrey Tootell said the plan would
divide SJSU into two parts: 40 percent college, dealing with GE; and 60
percent university. If this happens, Tootelll said, university enrollment will
drop and layoffs will result.
’’Unless the increase in units is cut back," Tootell said, ’we are
threatened with unemployment of untenured facility."
Jack Kurzweil, Assistant Professor of electrical engineering, asked the
committee to consider the plight of assistant and associate professors who,
he believes, will probably be the ones to teach many of the interdisciplinary
courses.
T--Zs

From left to right: student James Obendorf, instructors Malcolm
Walker (organization and management), Jack Pierce (anthropology), chairman Hobert Burns, ocademic vice president,
Kurzweil believes the new plan, combined with the professional
promotion requirement of publishing professional papers, would be impossible for instructors to handle.
Committee member Diane Conradson said no faculty member would be
forced to participate in teaching the interdisciplinary courses.
Many objected to the additional 14 GE units, which could tack another
semester onto SJSU’s four-year programs.
Electrical engineering Professor James Lima said -The present GE
requirement is already a severe hardship on students in engineering:*
He warned students will go to other schools where the GE requirements
are lighter.
-Electrical engineering is unequivocally opposed to the unit increase,"
I.ima said.

Harrison McCreath (speech andd ra ma )Diane Conrodson (natural
science) and Robert Clarke (psychology).
The committee responded by pointing out the "escape clause" in the
proposal. It states those curricula which can demonstrate problems with the
additional units could be exempted.
Several departments, including women’s studies and technology, asked
that the proposal include a greater emphasis in their fields.
The question of community college transfers was discussed. Some were
concerned that the transfers would no longer get full GE credit.
Burns said SJSU is bound by an agreement between statewide community college groups and the California State University and Colleges, and
that transfers would get GE credit.
But transfer students would still be required to take the upper division
GE courses included in the proposal, he said.

More people, business due?

Downtown plan draws debate
By Dave Reynolds
A proposed redevelopment
project which would affect much of
the downtown and campus areas is a
source of controversy among
downtown merchants,
The plan, which has been around
for some 10 years, would bring new
business to an eight-block area
bordered by San Carlos, San Fernando, Fourth and Market streets.
’Maybe a few years ago it might
have brought people back into the
downtown," according to Conrad
Solario, manager of Gordon’s Sport
Shop, 121 E. San Fernando St., ’but
with suburban shopping centers, it
won’t do any good now."
Included in the new construction
would be state, federal, commercial
and retail buildings, multi -storied

parking
garages,
high-rise
apartments and a covered shopping
mall.
-Now this area is unique,"
Solario said. ’With the inner city
dying, it brings in a lot of different
people you would never normally
see."
Evelyn Strauss, proprietor of
the Jewel Soup Co., 200 S. First St.,
disagrees.
"I think it is the destiny of San
Jose to become a financial and office
center, but I don’t see the downtown
becoming a shopping center," she
said.
Building a giant shopping mall
would be a ’terrible catastrophe,"
she said. "It would kill all of the
small businesses already here and
those who might want to locate

here."
The only additional business
that she would like to see are those
that service the people who live in
the area.
Charles Bead Said he signed a
five-year lease on his Tree House
Florist’s shop, 52W. Santa Clara St.
last March and has an option for
another five years.
’All indications point to it (the
redevelopment project) doing great.
Shopping centers have their places,
but downtowns have been, and will
continue to be here for a longtime."
’After all, if I hadn’t thought it
( the downtown) would be booming,
why did! get my lease?" he asked,
Beard’s only gripe is that some
merchants cannot get loading zones
in front of their businesses.

’When you have a business that
depends heavily on deliveries, not
having a loading zone is rough," he
said,
Lohg-time resident Melvin
Simpson does not like to see
downtown the way it is. The owner of
Mel’s Shoe Repair on 24 E. San
Antonio St. compares the city’s
goals with gambling, "throwing
good money after bad."
Citing the downtown parks as
examples, he said the city is always
complaining about not having
enough police to properly patrol the
area, but they keep building
downtown parks which need
patrolling, he said.
"If they’d left the businesses
alone there would be adequate police
(Continued on page 6

Victim still suffering; kidnapper-robber at large

photo by Marilyn Odell

This plea for help by the wall of St. Vincent De Paul’s may be answered if a 10 -year -old redevelopment plan is approved by City
Council.

By Kevin Fagan
When SJSU Spartan Bookstore
Manager Harry Wineroth pulled into
his garage after work last Sept. 7,
little did he realize that he was about
to be the victim of a kidnap-robbery
which would leave its marks on him
even now, five months later.
Lingering,
uncomfortable
memories still haunt Wineroth and
his wife, and a knee injury suffered
during the kidnapping by the
manager which required surgery
over the Christmas break still stand
as testimony to the 60-year-old
Wineroth’s brush with crime.
"I just got off crutches last week
and still have a limp," he said. "It’ll
be a few months before my knee’s
normal again."
It’s a very cautious Wineroth

Listening room in S.U.

Music haven offers serenity
By Kevin Fagan
During a harried day of chattering voices and bustling
bodies at SJSU, peace and quiet can be found in a the S.U.
Music Room.
Tucked in a corner of the uppermost level, the room’s
large windows and many hanging plants create an atmosphere of relaxation. Deep, cushioned chairs gathered
around low tables promise comfort to weary bones.
About 200 record albums and tapes are on file with
music styles ranging from Earth, Wind and Fire,
Fleetwood Mac, Jean Luc Ponti, and Led Zepplin to Elvis
Presley, Bread and even Bach.
Any one of these can be requested and heard in one of
the room’s three isolated two-person listening booths
furnished with soft chairs and padded walls, or on one of
four headphone sets.
The albums are piped in from three turntables and
reel-to-reel tape deck, monitored by a student attendant in
the middle of the room.
The attendant also constantly plays albums for the main
room on a separate turntable. The style of music played is
up to whoever is watching the main turntable at the time.
but is usually is easy rock or mellow soul and jazz.
Loungers can also check out any of 73 assorted
magazines. This selection is also broad, including Consumer Reports, Ebony, Mad, Ms., Newsweek, Playboy,
Rolling Stone, Sports Illustrated, National Geographic
and Psychology Today.

who leaves Spartan Bookstore every
night.
"I’m not taking any chances,"
he said. "I take a different route
every night when I go home.
"When I pull into the garage, I
hit the automatic garage door button
just as! get halfway in to make sure
no one sneaks in, and I always check
on all sides of the car before I get
out."
Wineroth’s ordeal began when a
man waiting for him in his garage
after he drove home from work
grabbed him and took him into the
house.
Alter tying up Wineroth and his
wife, Evelyn, the kidnapper drove
them to the bookstore and at gunpoint forced Wineroth to open a safe,
from which the kidnapper reportedly took $3,077. The robber then
bound together Wineroth and his
wife and fled.
The two freed themselves in a

Harry Wineroth
few minutes and Wineroth immediately touched the main safe,

setting off a sensitive alarm device
which brought University Police in
minutes.
"While we were still at home.
the robber tied my feet together and
made me hop down the hallway with
him so he could check the back
bedroom," Wineroth recalled. -I fell
on the way and busted cartilage and
tore ligaments in my right knee."
The thief, described by Wineroth
as 6 feet tall, weighing about 170
pounds and having a brown beard
and curly dark brown hair, has not
been caught.
Sgt.
William
Correll
of
University Police said investigators
are still checking on leads picked up
in late December but problems in
contacting key people and attention
required by last semester’s rash of
rapes has slowed progress.
"There may be as many as two
other people involved," Correll
added.

The San Jose Mercury, San Francisco Chronicle and
Wall Street Journal are also available.
Branching off from the main room are two smaller
rooms. One is long and narrow, with low chairs facing a
big wall window.The music room’s headphone jacks are
located here.
The other room is for lounging and an album can be
piped in here too. About the size of a small bedroom, it is
furnished with large pillows, a table and a few cushioned
chairs.
’We’re putting a color television in today so we can
show Gill Cable television movies every Monday and
Wednesday night," said Judy Bradley, the room’s
director.
-Also, almost every Friday night we host a disco
dance here for fraternities, sororities, and other school
organizations," she said.
The music room is allocated $800 a year from the
Student Union fee budget for buying new albums, which
amounts to about 160 records.
In the past two years, most albums bought were soul or disco-oriented, but since Bradley took charge this fall
that has changed.
’ Whoever is working here at the time helps select the
albums," she said, "but we try to buy whatever’s at the
top of the Billboard chart."

photo by Joyce Shotyr ell

Diane Verdugo, music senior, settles back as she conducts her own symphony in the S.U. Listening
Room. Students can listen to everything from Bach to the Beatles In the lounge -lam area or private
MOTs.
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forum
A.S. funds
The A.S. Council is to be commended for its
decision last Wednesday to withdraw all A.S. funds
from the Bank of America because of that firm’s
investments with the apartheid regime of South
Africa.
The move represents a positive step toward a
goal which many speak of but few actively support
the goal of ending South Africa’s policy of
discrimination against blacks.
While we support the council on philosophical
grounds, we question whether the move is
logistically sound.
As A.S. Councilman John Davis pointed out at
the meeting, it is doubtful the A.S. would be able to
find a bank that does not have financial ties with
South Africa’s abhorrent political system.
Wisely, the council has decided not to withdraw funds from the Bank of America until it finds
a bank which does not invest in South Africa.
We hope such a bank exists.

letters
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Selfish viewpoint
Editor:
I commend John Magnano for
his enlightening attitude regarding
the public inebriates of the downtown area. Had I chosen to express
my opinion of the situation, I could
not have improved upon Mr.
Magnano’s thoughts.
As much as I am delighted by
Mr. Magnano’s attitude, I am
equally incensed with Alan Tetenbaum’s perverse and selfish view of
such organizations as the Catholic
Worker House, UFO, Salvation
Army and the Rescue Mission.
I refer to Mr. Tetenbaum’s last
paragraph which states, "If it
wasn’t for these people )the public
inebriates) these free places to eat
would be heaven; something wonderful for poor college students."
I have news for you Mr.
Tetenbaum; if it were not for "these
people" there wouldn’t be any free
food organizations in the downtown
area.
The free food organizations are
there for the sole purpose of
providing a daily meal to the public
inebriates who would otherwise go
without.
I suggest, Mr. Tetenbaum, that
you step down from your throne and
thank God that, because of the
downtown drunks, you have access
to a free meal. Learn that the world
does not revolve around your
damned self-righteous attitudes!
Linda Lococo
Business Administration Junior

Abandoned animals
are treated cruelly
By Dave Reynolds
Every day countless examples
of man’s cruelty to animals can be
seen in San Jose.
Dogs and cats are abandoned
and left to fend for themselves in the
garbage and dirt Once-loved pets
become carriers of disease and
objects of hate, pity and scorn.
Pets that were once fondled
lovingly by children and adults are
now left to fill their swollen bellies
by plowing through the garbage.
Cats, once held by a young child,
are left to spend their last days
treated like trash. Beaten by irate
Dave Reynolds is a
Spartan Doily reporter
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homeowners, tortured by sadistic
children, and mutilated by mongrel
dogs, an abandoned cat’s life is pure
hell.
Instead of being fed on a regular
basis like most pets, the strays must
often go days without food, or subsist
on tiny food scraps, often exerting
more energy fighting for small
morsels than they get from the food.
And the worst thing is, the same
people that cause this atrocious
situation to exist can help cure it.
By getting your pets spayed or
neutered, most of these strays could
be eliminated.
In the rare eases when a family
must move and cannot take their pet
along, it is much more humane to
either find a new home for it, or have
the pet destroyed than to set it loose
in a hosi tie %5’ lilt.
Anu II ik.k.ple would only visit
the Humane Society or take up
people on free pets instead of
spending $20 on a pet in a store, they
could get the same satisfaction for a

lot less motley.. Not only that, but
they would be saving an animal’s
life.
Doing these simple deeds can
reduce the mongrel population and
increase the happiness of both man
and animal.
Both private veterinarians and
public animal control centers offer
spaying and neutering services. A
general fee for spaying a female cat
is about $20, while a male who is
much simpler to operate on) usually
goes for about half that. Any higher
charges are a rip-off.
Also, be sure to take your
pet to a reputable vet. Some places
may use unsterile equipment that
could cost your pet its life. Another
prominent danger, both to pets and
society, occurs when an animal is
run over. The body becomes a
breeding ground for insects and
disease which are easily transmitted
to other animals and children.
So if you see a dead animal, call
the Santa Clara County Animal
Control agency.
Please note that the -black
plague", which killed thousands of
people in the ’Middle Ages," was
spread by fleas.
If you suddenly discover that a
pet is missing, do not despair. Call
the Santa Clara Valley Humane
Society Ion the corner of Martin and
Lafayette). They hold animals for
three days before destroying them.
And if they can’t help you, maybe
they can tell you who can.
Remember, we all have a
responsibility to feed and care for
our pets. Though they may have
been wild animals several thousand
years ago, like the cow, they now are
completely domesticated, and
cannot survive without human help.

Housing hassles

But safe feeling could vanish

Rape declines, women relax
By Julie DiBene
I started this editorial with the
idea of doing something funny. I’ve
always thought that you could brave
your way through almost anything
with a smile on your face.
But this subject is not funny.
Parking can be funny in an
irritating way; searching for a book
that may not exist may be funny in
an ironic sort of way; but rape, as
everyone will agree, is not funny.
As the calm settles after the
storm, students, women in particular, seem to be relaxing.
Yet after reading the rape article the other day, and after talking
the
reporter covering the story, I
to
Julie Diliene is a
Spartan Daily reporter

came to realize as my cloud of
security vanished that the effects of
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those rapes have just begun.
An 18-year-old girl is dead.
Dead, probably because she couldn’t
.teal with the pain of her rape
anymore. She was raped in broad
daylight, because she didn’t want to
attend a "boring" class with her
girlfriend, according to the reporter.
I wonder what would have
happened if I had chosen not to attend a "boring" class of mine and
strolled through campus on one of
my nature walks.
Yet here I am. I can still stroll
through the campus, watching a
fluttering rainbow of dead leaves
tumble to the sidewalk to be crushed
under my feet.
I can still linger over coffee and
doughnuts In the Student Union with
friends, chatting for hours about
politics, sports or men.
I can still avoid the drunks and
half ways stumbling down the
sidewalks, brave the parking
problem or find a non-existing book
for tomorrow’s quiz.
But that girl can’t. She is dead
and gone and no amount of sorrow or
words will bring her back.
Oh, sure. The number of rapes
seem to have diminished. But it took
the rape of a nun to get the San Jose
police to move.
What of the girl, bashed in the
head with a tire iron, or any of the
others?
True, the rape of a nun was an
incredible crime, but a rape of any
kind, the violation of a human being,
is the worst kind of crime in any
form. The police should have moved
before the public and media
pressured them into doing so.
All these thoughts crossed my
mind the other night as I stepped
outside the Journalism building. It
was almost nine o’clock and very
dark. I decided to walk by myself.
As I hurried to my car a par-

ticular form of paranoia overtook
me. What would I tell my family if!
got raped? I remembered the phone
calls, every Sunday, anxiously
demanding promises that I’d never
go on campus at night without very
strong protection ( like the defensive
line of the Oakland Raiders, if my
father had his way).
I approached the Seventh Street
parking lot. It was well lit, with
people roaming about everywhere
and A.J. majors were patrolling in
dark blue uniforms. Never had any
sight been so reassuring: I was safe.
Yet, the thought still whirled in
my mind. How many rapes last
semester (or this) went unreported?
50 percent? 75 percent? More than
that? We can never be sure. I can
only urge those women, living with
pain and fear as did that 18-year-old
girl, to report these rapes, because it
is never too late to bring someone to
justice.
The real crime, it seems to me,
is to let someone get away with a
rape by not reporting it.
The pain and secret of a rape
could drive others to the extreme, as
it drove that girl to suicide.
A final thought. If you were
raped, brutally violated, and did
NOT seek help or report the rape,
think very hard.
Will you get over the pain more
easily if you go without help? Will
you be helping yourself and others, if
you let the pain build up inside you,
without any release? And perhaps
most frightening, because you did
not report the rape, (thus allowing
your attacker to roam free), do you
think he will never rape again?
In other words, would you want
somebody else to go through what
that girl went through, or what you
might possibly be going through
yourself? Is your silence worth the
price of more agony the rapist might
cause?
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Editor:
Thanks to Kevin Fagan and
Margo Kearns for their story on
dorm hassles. I’d like to mention my
own experiences with the housing
office.
Last semester I lived offcampus because I couldn’t get into a
dorm. Last November, like all new
and returning dorm students, I paid
a $342 payment on a dorm room for
this semester. However, unlike the
returning dorm students, I was not
guaranteed a room.
I was not notified that I would be
placed in a dorm until the last week
in December. On the dorm
assignment notice there wasn’t even
a reminder that the balance of the
rent was due Jan. 1, although it was
stated in the original contract.
As a result I didn’t receive a
mealbook until the complete amount
due was paid. This included an $11
late payment fee and a $6 fee for
paying in two installments instead of
paying the full amount on Nov. 1.
The late charge was never written in
the contract, nor was the amount of
the installment plan made known.
I believe that Auxilary Enterprises could better serve the
students by making a few simple
policy changes: 1) Instead of
collecting 50 percent of the dorm
rent three months in advance there
should be a non-refundable deposit,
not exceeding $100, that is applicable
towards the rent, 2) the balance of
the rent should be paid upon
checking into the dorm, and 3) all
penalty fees should be made known
to the students.
Charles Berry
Business Freshman

No viable solutions
Editor:
This is in reaction to Corinne
Asturia’s article "Students Unwilling Victims of Decadent
Downtown Area."
Corrine, it’s always easy to
complain, but what you didn’t do
was to offer any viable solutions to
the obvious problems we have
around campus.
I give credit to those existing
programs such as Community of
Communities,
Grace
Baptist
Church, Adult Day Treatment
Center, Community Friends and
Catholic Worker, just to name a few.
They are doing a terrific job. Instead
of complaining, visit a couple of
these places to see what’s happening.
However, these efforts are not
enough. How about more students
who want to experience a slice of
reality taking part in any one of the
already existing organizations.
That’s a lesson in itself.
I’m a student at SJSU to learn in
classrooms and from the environment, not to spend my time in
some ivory tower. After working for
seven months as a cook at the Adult
Day Treatment Center, I gained a
new insight into this rainbow of
humanity.
I’ll never forget what one young
woman told me as we were working
together on the potatoes: ’Don’t
ever think you’re better than
anybody else," she reminded me.
It’s good, sound advice.
Mary Shively
Graduate Student
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SJSU class in Women’s Studies

Christ teaches of gods, goddesses

By Hilary Ana Roberts
The professor’s narne
is Christ and this semester
she’s teaching an SJSU
class in Women’s Studies
on gods and goddesses.
By Carol Sarasolui
There are, of course, two sides to every story, but I think
the rumors that are spreading as to why this column Is
back for a second semester are slanderous.
To hear the Daily advisers tell the story, I crawled
into their office and slavishly begged, whined, cajoled and
sniveled my way back onto the paper.
When that didn’t work, I reportedly threatened
blackmail, letter bombs and hijacking their parking
spaces.
According to the advisers, I was only taken back after
I slashed my wrists and bled all over the notoriously
scarce copy paper.
Completely untrue. I was minding my own business,
studying Shakespeare in the sun, when the two of them
crept up behind me with a net. I was captured, dragged
screaming into their office, and subjected to 10 continuous
hours of listening to the Associated Press wire machine
clacking away.
Then they tarred and feathered my fingers. I was
forced to sign my freedom away after they promised me a
lifetime supply of pencils and two new typewriter ribbons.
(Everyone has their price.)
Dog Days: There’s a San Jose woman running scared
from the law. The dastardly deed she’s accused of? Not
paying her dog’s license fee.
The sorry story started when the hapless housewife
received a notice to pay the $8 license fee. Since her dog
was sick and couldn’t have the prerequisite rabies shot,
she put off paying it. The dog recovered and subsequently
entered the hospital to be spayed. Another notice came
and an extension received.
The third notice was a warrant for her arrest.
The fine is now up to $35. ’I paid $30 for the surgery, $8
for the license fee, another $12 for the rabies shot and I
owe $35 for the fine," the poor woman cried. ’’So far, it’s
cost me $&5," she said, ’and the dumb dog was free."
All fall down: The Jack and Jill award is being awarded to
Larry Gerston, political science prof, and Rich Freedman, a former Daily sports editor.
Larry fell and broke his leg while on a skiing trip to
Lake Tahoe - but not while skiing. He fell in a parking lot.
Connie Sullivan, a political science student, suggests
Larry’s friends send him a card at the beginning of each
year. Last spring he was in scar accident.
Rich broke his ankle while playing football in Concord. During the same game two other players broke a
hand and a shoulder blade. Poor Rich is so bored he’s at
home playing with coloring books.
The Ayes have It: Joe Trippi, A.S. council member, is
moving suitcase and gavel to Humboldt State University
next month. Trippi, who perhaps is best known for the
resolution he wrote last semester demanding Bunzel’s
resignation, said he’s "had it with student government."
. "I’ve offended just about everyone on campus," he
admitted. 1 could never get elected again. I’m going to
walk around in the serenity of the redwoods and study.
"No one cares about student government anyway,"
he said, stopping a stranger who was passing by the
Student Union.
"Do you know anything about student government?"
Trippi asked the stranger.
’‘Ult, it’s around somewhere," the fellow answered.
’’Do you care about student government?" Trippi
asked.
’‘No," came the emphatic answer.
"See what I mean?" Trippi said shaking his head,
walking off sadly.
If anyone wants to contribute tidbits of gossip, rumor
and innuendo for this column - the more slanderous the
better - a box has been left in the information booth or I
can be reached in the Daily office at 277-3181.
When not in the office, I can be found in the quad area
- reading Shakespeare in the sun, a tether tied to my
ankle which snakes back to the Daily office, the tools of
my trade ins little black bag close at my side - a stack of
unopened letter bombs and a bundle of pencils.
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read " ’Everyone who
received blue cards should
see one of the personnel
counselors in room 14,’
Dean of Men Stanley Benz
urged yesterday.
’The week of Feb. 13 to
19 inclusive has been set
aside for blue card interviews. Students should
consult their instructors if

"Goddesses have been
identified with fertility and
nature, and that’s been put
down as a cult," Christ
said. -But they were also
the givers of law and
civilization.
And
the
Egyptian goddess Isis is
credited with inventing
handwriting."

"I’ve gotten used to the
play on names," said Dr.
Carol Christ, smiling.
"Herb Caen picked it up in
his column, and then the
San Jose Mercury ran it.
"Actually, it’s been a
great advertisement for
the class."
Christ, (it rhymes with
"wrist"), holds a Ph.D. in
Religious Studies from
Yale and has high-reaching
plans for her twice-weekly
class.
"We’ll be reading from
the Bible - parts of
Genesis, Exodus and
Jeremiah," she said.
"Greek myths, AmericanIndian cults and Hindu
rituals will also be explained.
There’ll be lots ot
slides of goddesses every
session so people can actually see other religious
possibilities," she said.
Christ believes more
students,
especially
females, should be exposed
to alternate philosophies.
She maintains that noted
world religions - Judaism,
Christianity and Islam in

Goddesses were also
usually not associated with
punishment.

By Angela Blanchette
Twelve years ago,
Operation SHARE founder
Gil Solano unpacked his ’56
Oldsmobile each day to set
up his office in front of the
SJSU Administration
Building.
His "office" consisted
of a card table covered
with rock paperweights
holding down leaflets
which publicized the innovative tutorial program.
"I used to feel like a
carnival barker,"said the
Solano,
36 -year -old
laughing as he reflected eu. .
he
when
days
the
unabashedly approached
prospective tutors on
Seventh Street.
SHARE began in 1966
after Solano recruited 35
San Jose State students to
volunteer their assistance
to a group of parents in San
Jose who requested tutorial
help for their children.
acronym
The
"SHARE" has no meaning
beyond the definition of the
the
signifying
word,
sharing between children
and adults, according to
SHARE administrative
assistant Boydine Hall.
The SHARE program
has been implemented in
eight California counties
and serves 28 elementary,

they received only one blue
card."
The only question left
to be asked is, "What’s a
blue card?"
1976: A coalition of
Third World groups staged
a rally at the Student Union
to protest the shooting of
Danny Trevino by San Jose
police.

T.V.’s FOR RENT
Special Student Rates

$10 PER MONTH
377-2935

particular - have only "left
women in a psychologically
deprived state.
"If we worship a male
god exclusively, then it’s
okay for men to take over
all the authority figures
such as doctors, presidents
and lawyers," Christ said.
’’The result is that
women have no sense of
power," she continued.
’God was made in our

image, but Western
thought sees that as male.
-What can females
look up to for their physical
image?"
According to Christ,
ancient Hebrews worshipped goddesses, as did
Egyptians and Greeks.
’Some people say we
changed to one male god to
establish
male
dominance," she said.

wishes you a
Happy Valentine’s
day. Come on in
for a free

Sambot
409 South 2nd St.
San Jose, CA 95112

carnation

"At first I was puzzled," Christ recalled.
"Then! got mad, and then I

secondary and special
schools in Santa Clara
County alone.
As a result of Solano’s
efforts,
SHARE
now
sponsors a summer exchange program that includes homestays for
tutors and hosts with
families in Japan and
Veracruz, Mexico.
According to Solano,
SHARE was founded on the
premise that every child
needs
a
sustained
relationship with conadults.
cerned
"When one human
being’. can have the time
and be consistent with
another human being,"
Solano said, "something is
bound to happen."
Although there have
been 50,000 volunteer tutors
involved in the SHARE
program, Solano described
the "typical" tutor as
’unique."
’’They are often the
most busy, the most involved in school and the
most able to find the time,"
Solano said.
A 1974 SHARE tutor
study conducted by the
state legislature reported,
according to Solano, that
tutors frequently benefit
more from the tutoring
experience than the
children they aid.
Solano estimates that
three out of four tutors
spark a dramatic, positive
change in the children they
tutor.
"There is a great
tragedy in being a tutor,"

-So a friend and I
began researching," she
said. "In the first few years
no one was interested.
-It was too threatening
of an idea," she said. ’My
male peers could deal only
with fertility goddesses."
More people are expressing curiosity in
goddesses now, Christ said.
Harper and Row plans to
publish in 1979 a book she
co-authored, ’The New
Naming: Feminist Essays
in Theology and Religion."
The gods and goddesses class, listed in
SJSU’s spring schedule as
Social Science 196J, still
has a few openings.
"I hope my students
will leave (the class with) a
tremendous sense of power
in religious mythology,"
Christ said. ’People have
always been interested in
these things, but they were
persecuted for it.

’ ’Those facts that
sorceresses did evil things
has pretty much been
proven to have been
prefabricated by their
persecutors," Christ said.
She believes these
women were instead involved in midwivery,
contraception and abortion.
"They were simply in
tune with the mysteries of
life, and that scared the

realized that what I needed
and wanted were women’s
religious experiences.

-After all my studies,!
now believe in all sorts of
powers, including witchcraft. It’s really just the
life and death power of the
universe, symbolized in a
variety of ways."

Carol Christ

Guards, camera added
to Spartan Bookstore

Gilbert Solano
Solano said. ’More than
likely, a tutor will never
see what impact he actually had on a child. But
we will see it.
SHARE was originally
funded under Title III of
the federal Elementary
and Secondary Education
Act. The program is now
funded solely by contracts
with school districts and
individual schools.
We are the only
program in the country
that has survived this long
with the same magnitude,"
said Solano, adding that
approximately five of
every 100 tutors drop out of
the program each year.
A native of Hollister,
Solano has undergone two
cornea transplants, suffered from a rare form of
epilepsy and has artificial
hip joints and spikes implanted in his upper thighs.
He received a
bachelor’s degree in
political science from the
University of Santa Clara
and his M.A. in Education
from San Jose State

Last semester’s $3,077 University
Police here
within
three
robbery ,of the Spartan headquarters, which are minutes," he said.
Bookstore has prompted hidden throughout the
"We have the most
new security measures to bookstore.
cooperative
and
prevent further such
Also wired directly to professional
police
trouble.
University Police is the department I’ve ever
A $500 closed-circuit store’s main safe, which seen," he said. -And when
television which scans the has a "proximity" alarm I was president of the
bookstore’s main safe and that is set if an object National Association of
is monitored 24 hours a day comes within eight inches College Stores, I traveled
by University Police was of it.
all over the world, so I’ve
added Jan. 25.
’If one of those alarms seen quite a few security
During the first two goes off, they (police) are systems."
"rush" weeks of school, an
armed guard was present
NAVY
during all open hours, and
NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
when Bookstore Manager
THE FASTEST WAY UP
Harry Wineroth or his
IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
assistant take the store’s
daily earnings to the bank
each night, a University
Police officer accompanies
them.
In addition to the new
measures, regular security
devices include a constant
gate guard who checks
customers as they come in;
two or three hired student
assistants in plainclothes
who
wander
about,
Nett 0114e, Pteleeme Parties, Peeet eete.en
federal 0114e iwadiont. Ream His
checking for shoplifters;
1515 (Ise Wee
OtAleed. CA 4412
and 16 alarm buttons,
et tell 14151 373.7377
connected directly to

Expand your
horizons with
TRWviDAR
We’re expanding our horizons
and we’d
like to invite you to play a significant role
moor continuing growth!
Vidar, a major Division of TRW, is engaged
in the development, manufacture and market ingot digital telecommunications products
and systems for the telephone industry
worldwide.

Come celebrate
Valentine’s Day
with a
First Class
Break(fast)
If you’re trying to beat the clock to your first
class, zip by McDonald’s and pick up one of our
delicious breakfast entrees. It’s a great way to
start Valentine’s Day or any other day.

SallibOt

male power structure,’
Christ said.
blonde
The tall,
professor initially became
interested in goddesses
while attending Yale in the
mid-60s. As one of two
women enrolled in the
religious studies department with 100 men, she
soon realized
that
everything studied dealt
with men’s conceptions of
gods.

The class will also
study witchcraft in
Western Europe. Christ
said many women estimates range from
100,000 to several million were executed in the
Middle Ages as witches.

SHARE founder
expands program

flashback
On this day in:
1952: A front-page
story in the Spartan Daily

"But why we went so far as
to totally ignore goddesses
is a good question.

Because of significant product expansion,
we have current opportuntties
for bright, enthusiastic Electrical Engineers
and Computer Scientists with a BS. MS
or Ph.D
Our benefits program is among the best you’ll find our educational assistance pro
gram extremely attractive: 100% reimbursement for tuition, fees and books for work
related courses. In addition, we have a unique
Work /College Program which allows continuing education while on a reduced work
schedule.
Interested? Let’s talk about it t
WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
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TRWVIDAR
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FREE
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BUT
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you can
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Mt View, CA 94040
415961 1000
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sports
Spartans fail to capitalize;
fouls mar fine team effort
By Anne Brennan
FRESNO - The game
was won in the first 10
Spartan
minutes,"
basketball Coach Ivan
Guevara said after SJSU
was defeated by Fresno
State University, 58-46,
here Saturday night in
Selland Arena before 6,457.
"We had the chance to
win if we had scored in the
first 10 minutes when they
weren’t scoring," Guevara
said.
The first score of the
game came on a Michael
Mendez tip-in with 15:54
left in the first half, which
ended with FSU ahead, 2219.
Fouls were a problem
for SJSU, which committed
12 in the first half to FSU’s
seven, and lost forward
Wally Rank with his third
foul with 11:21 left in the
opening half. Stan Hill,
Spartan center, also got
into foul trouble, leaving
with three fouls at 13:30.
The Spartans, 3-7, must
now beat UC-Santa Barbara Thursday at In-

dependence
Park
Fieldhouse in order to
assure themselves of
making the PCAA playoffs.
Santa Barbara will be up
for the game having upset
CSU-Long Beach, 74-73,
Saturday.
1N’AA STANDINGS
TEAM

V. I.
8 2

Fresno
Pacific
San !beau

i

Fullerton

6 4
4 8
.1

lions Wart
San Jose
Santa Barbara
Irvine

3 ;
$

Saturday’. Results
Fresno 68, San JoSe 411
Pacific 88.

Irvine 67

Santa Barbara 74.1 ow Beach 73
San 1)0470 76. Fullerton 70

In the first half, the
Spartans were able to pick
up the tempo and used fast
passes and motion to
penetrate the FSU man-toman and 2-3 zone defenses.
When Rank and Hill
got into foul trouble,
Guevara was forced to
substitute
Sylvester
Pritchett and Sid Williams,
who were the highest

Spartan scorers with 11
points each.
Although the Spartans
were able to stay with FSU
in the first half, they
couldn’t in the second. The
Bulldogs built up a 48-51
lead with 6:48 to go, and
both coaches emptied their
benches. The Bulldogs took
a 20-point edge with 1:24 to
go.
"We seem to play them
SJSU ) pretty well," FSU
Coach Boyd Grant said.
"San Jose seems to have
played their two worst
games against us."
"I don’t know about
that," Guevara rebutted.
"We’ve had some worse
games. The one against
Irvine (Jan. 28 ) was worse
than this game.
"I thought P.D. (Phil
Davis) would have played
an outstanding game if he
had hit same of the open
shots he had. He was good
anyway."
In the locker room
Guevara raised his team.
"They didn’t score for
four or five minutes," he

said. "That’s good defense.
"Let’s learn from this
because we’re going to
have to face them again
and we’re going to have to
rebound and cut down our
turnovers."
The Spartans had 15
turnovers to FSU’s 17.
Art Williams, FSU
sophomore center, was
high scorer with 17 points.
"I think Art Williams
has helped us," Grant said.
"He has given us the
balance we were looking
for."
"As individuals they
are average," Guevara
told his team, "but as a
team they are super."
FSU, leading the
conference with an 8-2
mark, kept its home court
record perfect at 11-0.
Because Grant has never
lost here, Selland Arena is
refered to as -Grant’s
Tomb."
The Spartans, 0-13 on
the road, are 7-15 overall.
Fresno’s Eddie Adams
was the only teammate of
Williams to hit in double

figures, as the slowdown
offense of the Bulldogs kept
the statistics down.
Neither team scored
for the first 4:16, ad the
Spartans led much of the
first half, but never by
more than two points.
Foul troubles and
Fresno’s
defense,
statistically the nation’s
best, hurt the Spartans
inside as Rank, the leading
Spartan scorer of the year,
had only two points.
"Our front line didn’t
do anything. I don’t think,"
Guevara said.
SAN JOSE - Rank 1 04
Haynes 3 04 6, Pritchett 4 3.5 11.
I kite:22-28. Mendez 104 2,11111104
2. Johnson 11 041 0. McKio I 0-0 2.
Lowe
Murrey
0-0 4. S
Williams 51.2 II, Totals 2004146.

n 11.4 n.

FRESNO -

Adruns S 1.1 II,
Barnes 2 4.6 8, A. Williams
1417,
Gregory 2 0-0 4. Streeter 0 4-4 4.
Eversole I 04 2, Anderson 2 0-2 4.
Wear 0 04 0 Cturunings 1 04 2.
If lay’kshea r 20.14. Verhoeyen 0040.
Isaacson 0 0.0 0. Mel/um:fill II
Totals 2:112-1968.
Halftime score: Fresno
Jose III
Tobil folds’ San Jose ?I. Fri-,

photo by Ross Mahon

Tracy Haynes, forward for the SJSU cagers, looks to pass the ball past UCIrvine guard Brad Carson, in last Thursday’s game which the Spartans won 7067. Haynes scored 14 points and made 5 rebounds in the game. The Sportans
blew a twenty point lead in the second half but held on to win

Baseball squad sweeps USF
By Scott Van Camp
The Spartan baseball
team swept its three-game
series with the University
of San Francisco Dons this
weekend, improving its
West Coast Athletic League
record to 4-2.
SJSU played the Dons
Friday, winning 7-6 on a
USF
blustery
cold,

diamond.
The game, ended after
eight innings on account of
darkness, featured steady
pitching performances by
SJSU’s Steve Berglund and
reliever Mike Piserchio.
Trailing 1-0 after the
first inning, the Spartans
exploded for five runs in
the second.

Spartans land
defensive star

photo by Sydney Brink

SJSU’s Thor Jensen holds on to Stanford’s Tom Kennedy during a recent wrestling meet in the
Men’s Gym. Jensen went to win the match, 19.4, giving SJSU five team points on a super superior
decision. SJSU won the match 51-3. Jensen is in the 190.pound division

Wrestlers beaten by Cal Poly
after shocking visiting UCLA
and win the decision.
Robert
MdDowell,
ranked sixth in the nation
at 142 pounds, Kevin Hejnal
1581, Duane Harris (,)091
Mike Snipes 1167 ) and Jim
Rey 41771 also won matches.
Rey thrilled the crowd
of over 200 when he won his
match after reinjuring a
knee early in the first
period. Scoring his last
Kerr called the UCLA three points on a cradle
match spectacular from a hold, which totally ini
mobilizes an opponent, Re
spectator’s point of view.
Marty Lockwood set registered a superioi
the theme for the Spartans decision, giving SJSU four
with a victory over Greg team points.
Davis in the 18-pound
"We have a thing I on
division.
Lockwood was trailing the team)," Rey said after
10-8 when he scored a the meet. "If you start a
takedown and nearly match) you’re going mo
pinned his opponent, with finish."
UCLA Coach Davi.
only six seconds left in the
match, to score five points Auble said the Spartans

By Steven Goldberg
In two of the most
important meets of the
year, the- SJSU wrestlers
beat UCLA, 2.3-14, Friday
but lost to nationally raked
Cal Poly-SLO, :12-8,
Saturday, ’before what
Coach T.J. Kerr called the
largest crowd at a
wrestling meet in his 11
years at SJSU.
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showed a lot of class in
their several come-f rombehind wins.
Against Cal Poly-S1.0
the wrestlers didn’t fare as
well. Their only victory
came when McDowell
pinned Glenn Cooper one
minute into the second
period. The pin brought a
crowd of nearly 400 to its
fei

ATTENTION IRANIAN STUDENTS
ROUND TRIP
SAN FRANCISCO TEHRAN SAN FRANCISCO
$1,046.60
ON PAN AM 747
400. OFF REGULAR PRICE
NO WEEKEND
RESTRICTIONS
NO FORMS TO FILL OUT
LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO:
ARRIVE TEHRAN

)1

NI

293-8990

DAILY DEPARTURES
NO MINIMUM STAY
NO WAITING
11:00 AM
7:00 PM*

FOR MORE INFORMATION
& RESERVATIONS CONTACT:
J.D. AFRAIMI
THREE WAY TRAVEL SERVICE
1120 KARLSTAD DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
PHONE: 745-7500

14.. Ilan Fernando

Kerr said the individual matched were
closer than two years ago
when Cal Poly-SLO which
is usually nationaally
ranked and ranked ninth
this year, beat the Spartans.
Vaughn Hitchcock,
coach of the Cal Poly team,
said his wrestlers were
more aggressive and, more
importantly, more skillful

EXT 45/46

* ARRIVAL NEXT DAY

By Jill Kaufler
The Spartan football staff announced last Thursday a
6-foot, 130-pound nose guard as one of their first recruits,
Polu Faavi.
SJSU is fortunate Faavi came back to the mainland
from his native Samoa in 1972. ’
Faavi was playing rugby when his father packed up
his family and moved to southern California. Faavi’s
father ’wanted me to come here( the U.S.) to play football."
Faavi played only two years of football, at Banning
High School in Los Angeles. At Banning he won several
awards, including South Bay League lineman-of-the-year
and twice was named high school All-America, South Bay
first team, All -City first team and first team All-Marine
league.
Faavi had mid-year offers from University of
Southern California and UCLA before he chose San Jose.
’Coach iJim ) Skipper and Coach I Lynn) Stiles
seemed to know what they were talking about," Faavi
said. ’I only came here because of the head coach and the
defensive team."
’ I feel good about coming here though I thought two
years wasn’t enough experience to come up here to a
major college."
Faavi felt he could improve the team to ’help it
become more than it is."
Faavi said his quickness and speed will help the team
since I’m not really that strong." Faavi runs the 40-yard
dash in 4.8.
He practices his quickness at this favorite pastime,
boxing. He keeps himself in shape at the sport because he
feels football is all ’hands and feet" when attacking his
opponent.
Faavi spoke as if he almost prefered rugby to football.
He said the only reason he liked football was because
"they have shoulder pads and helmets."
’In rugby, it’s bone-to-bone contact and which bone is
the strongest holds up."
Faavi talked about having a ’good chance of starting
this season."
’He’s definitely a plus,’ his recruiter, Skipper said.
’He’s young 118 in April) and a freshman. Once he gets
confidence, he has potential

Mark Lane, Dan Addiego and Ernie Hayden
each hit doubles to lead the
attack.
The Dons came back
with two runs in third
frame after loading the
bases to make it 5-3.
SJSU scored two in the
seventh, and hung on for
the victory with Piserchio
striking out four batters to
end the game.
The two teamm then
moved to San Jose
Municipal Stadium go for a
Saturday doubleheader,
with the Spartans taking
both games, 2-1 and 8-0.
It was a pitchers’ duel
in the first contest, with
SJSU’s Mark Larson and
the Dons’ Ken Huffman
each going nine innings and
giving up one run.

The Spartans broke the
tie in the 11th, as Mark
Lane’s center field shot
was dropped by USE’.
scoring Al Sever.
In the second game,
Spartan pitcher Randy
Raphael got the shutout in
an 11 -hit barrage, led by
Ernie Hayden’s three
Michael
and
singles
Freeman’s double and
single.
The Spartans will face
U(’-Berkele Wednesday at
home ill a non-league
contest.
Friday
1151,

Mal 311-,

,

950 440120-,
I P4 :1111t.
INF NMI 100 000110-1
5.1511 WO Ong Ohl hi
second game ,

&NU
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GET YOUR CAREER OFF
TO A FLYING START
flakes four years to get a college degree now icing *III II
lake 000 10 get a good IOW,
II you are an engineer math major technical and nontechnical
major and you haven I settled on a company or corporation yet
why not gel your executive career oft to a flying start as a pilot
Of navigator in the Air Force’ For the first lime in a long time
the Air Force is in need of pilots It you can quality to, these hrghly
competitive positions yOu could indeed gel your career oft 10 a
flying start
It’s one Of the linest challenges in the nation and a great
way to gain executive experrence with million dollar responsibility
Why not enpoy the prestige that goes with the silver wings of an
Air Force Pilot or Navigator Find out today about the Air Force
flight program Contact USAF Recruiting Mice,
1930 Camden Aye., San Jose CA 95124.14081371.4370.
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We have just increased our donor fees
- Be a Lifesaver in 1978
Earn $20.00 or More in Cash every Week.

$20.00 Cash
every Week.
Donate twice a week
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Hours: Mon. -Fri. 7am.-2pm.
for your convenience.
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sports
Foilers place in single events
All SJSU finalists in the
Northern
Callifornia
Fencing Championships
placed in the individual
events, with the women
foilers takings the top three
spots for the fourth time.

and third. Hurlely became
the 1978 Nor-Cal Champion
of the women’s foil individual event, with a 5-0
finish.
"My teammates are
strong "Hurley said. "It’s
hard when you’re fencing
each other. I was more
ready for it. It was tough."
In the men’s sabre,
Spartan Marc Detert,

Spartan
Vincent
Hurley placed first with
teammates Stacy Johnson
and Hope Konecey second

defending his title for the
third year, won with fellow
Spartan
Scott
Knies
second.
"Knies was my
toughest opponent," Detert
said. "He had just as much
chance at winning as I
did."
The epee finals were an
upset for the Spartans as

Carr from UC-Santa Cruz
took the individual title
from Peter Shifrin with one
touch deciding the bout.
The Spartans placed
third and fourth in the
men’s foil with another
UCSC fencer George Platt
on top.
"Overall, the championships have improved,"
coach Michael D’Asaro

said. -The competition
ismuch
keener
and
tougher."
"1 am proud of the
women’s placing. It was
their last Nor-Cal and I’ll
miss them. The sabre did
very well versus stiff
competition. It was the
first time for Decena, who
placed third in foil."

CLASSIFIEDS
PIANO used, upright Well kept.
1100. MUST SELL. 321 9717

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SCM Cornamatic
Elec Portable Pica 12". Car
fridge ribbon. Exec cond. 29/
6610 days, 354 /007 eves

NEED EXTRA CREDIT? Earn 3
units of credit while gaining
valuable experience as a Peer
Counselor. Come by the Peer
Drop In Center. 3rd floor
Student Union or call Ron at 2116
Wolof information.

YAMAHA FO 60 A Guitar with case.
no coed 0120. Drun set 1,110. 795
7129

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
now! Information available the
A.5. office or phone 3716641
ASTROLOGY CLASSES through
Instruction, reasonable lee
Small classes. Call Dormice, 292
0896
Real Estate Note for Sale original
value $11000. but will sell at 12.5
percent discount. MUST SELL.
321 9707 or 969 8591.
Lot for Sale in Fresno. 4.5 scree.
Residential area, gentle Slope.
beautiful view. 20 minutes from
downtown, new roads, elec
tricity, etc . S17.000 cash or best
offer. May consider 5.000 cash
and trade 321 9787 or 969 8591

eaTZT

WOMEN’S SOCCER. Any coed
wishing to play soccer can
contact Jack Moppet 277 3241 or
Bud Heck at 578 2010
photo by Moiilyn dello

JSU guard Janie Hillyer (22) defends against the pass from Stanford forard Betsy Lough (42) while Karen Mason (31) and Maggie Nelson (41) fight
or position. The Spartan win is part of their current seven game winning
freak.

agers steamrolling
fter sluggish start
By Steven Goldberg
The SJSU women’s
ketball team, after a
isappointing 1-6 start, has
rned its season around.
The Spartans now
seas a seven-game win
reak, a 12-7 record
verall and undisputed
rst place first place in the
orthern
California
hletic Conference with a
ague
record of 7-0.
tanford, at 6-1, is in
ond place.

Analysis
A tougher first half of
e season, which included
laying nationally-ranked
anis UCLA and Cal Polyomona, and improved
^v in the second half
the turnabout.
Ifor
Eomers Wanda
on, an excellent
il handler, and Karen
ason, an unbelievable
ooter at times, have
mbined
with
team
ptain Janie Hillyer to
ovide consistently good
uard play all year,
each Sharon Chatman
d.

at the forward spots for the
Spartans.
Bernadino, at 5-feet-9inches, is a quick, strong
forward who set a single
game scoring record for
the Spartans with a 28-point
performance against San
Diego State University
earlier in the year.
Halvorson, who doesn’t
look like she would be a
good rebounder because of
her size, led the Spartans in
rebounds against UCBerkeley with 12. She also
hit several tough outside
shots en route to a 19-point
performance against the
Bears.
Hiker, an excellent
all-around player, will be
the only player not
returning for the Spartans.

Ray lene
Ochoa,
who
pumped in 10 points against
CSU-Sacramento, may be
able to fill the gap Hillyer’s
graduation will leave.
Thus, the Spartans
have a nucleus that should
guarantee Chatman more
winning years.

Slone

/ .1 S

oratiestits,
[DI AMIN DADA

The 6-foot -3 Banks
timidates opponents on
efense and leads the
scoring,
partans
in
veraging about 15 points
r game.

The Second Ring of Power goes far beyond anything
Castaneda has yet wniten In his great journey towards
knowledge and power, he funds himself In a deadly psychic
battle with done Soleda. a female apprentice of don Juan
who turns her power -power she learnt from don Juan
himself -against him

PASSPORT
PHOTOS

MULTICULTURAL EXPERIENCE
is offering paid internships in
teaching Black and Chicano
studies Call 2712109
RIDICULOUS 107 E. San Fernando
St. (bet 3rd and Oh) needs
people (full and part time! to
assemble wicker furniture end
bath acc. (using staple guns and
Apply
paint compressors)
immediately.
College students needing over $TOO
per week for part time work.
Fleoible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co. 261 1121 for interview
appointment

FOR THE THROAT
Marketing/Service Company
w,thsocialconviOusaessot zero
Seeking profit orientated people
not adverse to using opponents’
face as steppingstone. E thic s or
integrity not required. Co has
diverse financial interests and
offers custom tailored iob to Iii
E.O.E . 66/F
your needs
PT, FT Carving up SJ now. 294
7850.
"Let Them Eat Cake."

GO
Great Buy! 1970 PONTIAC 5225 00
Runs Great! 2 Door Hardtop
PhOne 244 3353 Evenings/Vends.

FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD
PAY Neel nurses’ aides/ord.
$100 Mr. LYN’S S5.67/hr. and
RN’s. 07/hr. Some experience
required. Call kW *PPE New
Horizons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.C. 0871749.

FOR SALE
DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance man on
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs AUTO,
HOME. FIRE. HEALTH. 11 you
are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenent for you
on campus, your home or Mir
office. Lees get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL: MORY STAR,
203 3277 or 446 7649.
_
KODAK FILM, PAPER. Chemicals.
Projectors and Equipment, All
COST plus 10.11! Sample
Prices.
Processing kodacnr
orne and Ectactirome 135 36
J 40, 13$ 20, 2.01 VPS, K11/400
wislides and replacement roll
7.00. K25 and 64 135 36 film 2.96,
VPS 135 36 1.53, 135 20 1 09, 113 ft
9.57 PAPER . Polycontrast SW
100 gob’s, 14 95, RC 100 MHO,
1920 Ektacolor 74 RC 1308010,
2606 These are but a few of the
many items we carry Call us at
249 2456 Creative Photography,
1900 Lel ayette. Santa Clara, CA
95050. We also do weddings and
nortraits at reasonable rates
.111 NOW

ATTENTION: OT, Soc., Psych., Sp.
Ed., Health, Rec.. Couch, Ed.,
Majors, an opportunity to gain
pre professional experience in
the Governor’s Volunteer
Program.
Working with
developmentally
disabled
person. Orientation and training
is provided. Call Linde Green at
SCALE. 2772189.
. .
EXTRA
INCOME!
Mailing
Circulars at home. 5300 weekly
possible! No exper. necessary,
free infor. Write. Teletex
Associates 354114 Collier Place.
F remont CA 94536.
Wanted Part time handy person for
ants 03.50/hr. 439 S. 4th St, Call
996 1099.
Wanted manager for 30 unit apt
building. Prefer someone to be
home during most business
hours. Salary to match ex
perience. 43900 4th St. 996 1099.
PSYCH. or COUNSELOR ED.
Intern. Biling pref. Counseling
and test Sup provided. C.1.7
PEERS ASSOC 3266CCOLUMN
CT .SJ95111

Oar
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SERVICES
2 4 students to rent apt in exchange
for right work. Call Gail 279 9907
bet. 8 and 6.

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP If
you are a good student with a
good driving record. you may
qualify for a 25 percent discount
on your auto insurance We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
insurance
Appointments at
tin, and place convenient to
you. Call Bruce Lott 81241 4750.

Charming, remodeled 2 beet,. home.
Close to SJSU, park and eleM
school, $34,950. All terms Agent.
269 3117701.5p.m.
A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO LIVE.
Newly remodeled, new carpet,
extra clean, extra quiet. Gas
ovens, electric ovens radar
ovens, dishwasher, ping pong
and volleyball 0110/ mo. 711 S.
llth one block away. Call 295
2950
MALE wanted to share apt. It bib . to
SJSUI with 2 other males.
Christian and non smoker
preferred. 2117 2210 after 617m.
ROOM AND BOARD avail mimed
for SJSU male students. Meals
and Utils incl. S ingle occupancy
S160 mo. Call 279 9473 or druoi by
15550 11th.
ROOMS for rent in lg. luxurious 2
story restored Mansion. 5.00859
f I. in Williams Park area. Walk
to San Jose State. New plush
carpets Refer. regd. $100 200.
Available immediately. 279 2511
anytime.
For rent: 1/2 of 2 bdrm. apt. $97.50.
588 So. 10th St. 272 0295.
Female non smoker 2 bdrm 2 bath
turn. apt. 5115. 2 blks to 5J5U.
287 7317 evenings.
HAVE A QUESTION about Real
Estate? Want to own property?
wenn. Wel Thing* iSgivIns fro*
advise. Please call 2873953, ask
for Pat, a fellow student.
2 bdrm apt across from library on
4th and E. San Fernando.
S200/mo. and security deposit.
Utilities paid. 267 6273 alter 6
Pm.
FEMALE to share apt. w/2 Asian
girls. Own rm. and bathroom, 1
blk. 10 SJSU. nonsmoker. 295
6599.
PRIVATE RM., one half block tO
SJSU, near Luckyl, bus: Kix.:
resp.male student. Sam 9pfn
797 7679,

TYPING term papers 75 cents a
Resumes
Page and up.
$2.50/page. IBM Correcting
Selectrics. All work guaranteed.
Please call after 4 pm. KITTY
CARTER, NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 263
4525.
.
TUTORING: Acclg., Basic or
Fortran, individual or group
rates. Collin, 747 2916
I

TYPE term papers, theses.
reports. menu Scripts, resumes.
IBM Selecctic Joye 2695312.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send tor free
illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies. Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona /5011.
SEPARATE BLDG Bus. office 100
sq. It 2 blks SJSU Inc. 3 desks,
filing cabinets, counters. car
pets, air coed sink, ref Water
and pkg 275 E William St 795
S362
CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs
Student discounts. 976-0930.
-TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines!
Professional typist Much ex
Per ience with term papers
Theses, resumes, etc Use the
IbM
automalic
latest
typewriters. I irst Oral IS ran be
revised Quickly and cheaply
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected. it necessary Call
Heather 287 8593.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg (PM 356
4248 137 Escobar Aye. Los
Gatos. 95030

89UDIO, 1 person, no deb. $135 plus
5100 dep. Porn Or unfurn. UM
Pd. aCit S.M. 259 9974.

FLUTE LESSONS Taught by SJSU
grad student Master’s can
dilate in flute performance/
Beginners through Advanced
Call NU 6946

STEREO
nijOtOPHILES1
ATTENTION
Tannoy, Phase Linear, Genesis,
HK, B W. DBX. KLH, MXR,
CV, Ohm. Dahiquist, Lux,
Nakamichi, RTR, 13 0. DCM.
M K. ADC, DB Gas, Janus.
Mkko, Sonus, Scott, EPI, JVC,
ESS, JBL. BIC, JIL, and more at
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN
TERPR iSES has over 140Maior
brands of home electronics at 10
to 50 percent off! All new fun
cassette
warranty.
Free
carousel, stylus timer, or rev
cleaner kit wzany system, Call
255 5550, M F, 19, All day, Sal
Sun. ASK for KEN.

TRAVEL
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL ST off swad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Reggular price 6750. JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY. 2937000. 20
Paseo de San Antonio 51
I between 151 and 2nd Streets
TRAVEL TRAVEL. TRAVEL Our
services include Ire world
wide charter bight waling
service for Amsterdam, London.
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt. Paris,
Rome,
Madrid.
Shannon.
Zurich. Milan, ’Hong Kong.
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York Other services. Durail.
Bohai’, Car Rentals. Books and
Maps, Luggage and Travel
Packs. Student Services, Intl
student ID. cards. student
flights Student Travel table
located on If,, main mar oi
Student Union. Hours 112 pm
Tues. Wed. Thurs. or visit our
Office . Trip and Travel Planning
Co. 444 E. William St (At S. 10th
SlI San Jose, CA 95112 1481
292 1613 Hours Mon 9S pm,
Toes thru Fri. 96 pm. plus Sat
10 37w

Need 4th rminate, female, 1 bet
month
from campus. $51.75
479 So. 9M St. Call 7981319.
SJSU recently referbished 1 bdrm 1
1/2 bath apt. No pets, $190 mo
and 5I50 deposit. Rent break to
manager or live in honey Po,
son. 439 So. 40, St. Calif% 1119
SAM roomate wanted to share 2 bcfr
apt S110 mo plus utilities
w/pool, near campus. Call 297
1451 eves.

PERSONALS
HAIR
removes’
UNWANTED
permanently. 215 E. Santa Clara
Street, rm. Ill. 3944409 Nan
feint leman,
Samaritan
Good
THANK YOU foe return of
wallet
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, 89e is no problem.
have a very minor voice defect
It interested, call: Brian at 298
7301

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
REALLY WORK!

JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign.
NO eperlence
required.
Excellent
pay
Worldwide travel. Summer lob
or comer. send 53.00 for In
formation. SEAFAX, Dept, 81
First Laurel, Port AngelesWA
98362.
Call
KAHULA
IMPORTANT.

294 2050

JC 208 9 am-3 pm

Puppies Shop/Lab mix lb wks old
2 male. 2 female Appro. SaS
best of fer N ites 749 5130

Your Ad Here:

Count approk 30 letters and spaces for each line.

too
Fitton:

.511

.511

flu lp
anted
1...1 and
oIl-

263 4142

HOUSING

OVERSEAS JOBS Sunirner,yer
round Europe, 5 America,
Australia. Asia, Etc . All fields.
1500 51200 monthly, expenses
Free in
Paid, sightseeing
formation Write BHP CO. Boy
4490. Dept Se, Berkeley, CA
94704

.35
.15

!,50

F ci loser,

Fl,,

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

r fincit a Claniolii moan

STUDENT PRICE

Ride wanted to SJSU from Antos
Share gas. 688 7685

Print

Rates

"Jimmy Guild Alternate Selection
Psychology Way Hook ( lob Main Selectax-i

%motion Three lane, Chte Dot
Net...NI,’ rate OW ixturA)823.110

SPECIAL!

Rent a cabinet TAHOE. 2 bdrms. al
ft. Of Heavenly, near clubs. 1150
wk. S50 wknd. 267 2697

Irm

01.511

INSTANT

SECRETARY Part time, flexible
hours Green Thumb Lawn
Service. 215 4920.

IS

CHM /:108 930

Clattall
THE SECOND RING
OF POWER

ci

WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan. send rename and 0h01.
The
requirements
are:
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 2 years. About 25
hrs per week/S1.000 per month
minimum. California Language
Institute. contact Mr. !chit.
Nonara/Yamaha Bldg. BF. It 1
Uomachi, Kokurakita Ku/Kit
akyusnu. Fukuoka. JAPAN SOT.

INTERIOR DESIGN Seniors!!
Immediate full and part time
i0b openings. For interview
Phone 267 1374.

AUTOMOTIVE

May vs Myth& Mn,,,,

A new and startling chapter
in one of the great journeys of
enlightenment of our time

$9.95

DRIVER STOCK CLERK. 53.25 hr.
Work 3 days per week 3 to 4 hrs.
each day, to lit school schedule.
Husky, must know city well,
good driving record Phone 298
4900
GARDENER HANDYMAN .03.25 hr.
Work every other Sat. or Sun. 3
to 4 hours each time Steady
employment 298 4900

PLYMOUTH
’69
8500. Works
Automatic Iran
excellent
omission V8. etc. Also ’64 Ford
station wagon. Works well
Automatic Transmission. 0300.
MUST SELL 321 9787 or 969
8591.

The biggest difference
the second half play has
n the improved pivot
lay of freshman centers
linor Banks and Mandy
rnell and sophomore Sue
Y

Juniors Lee Bernadino
xl Sally Halvorson start

Afro American theatre and
television production by Ethnic
Drama
Society.
Cultural
Auditions Call 238 3941.
SKI LOVERS! The Ski Club is
having its VALENTINE’S
DANCE. this Fri.. Feb. 17th in
the Queen’s Room of the Red
Catch inn, 10905 N Wolfe Rd.,
Cupt. Dance to the music of Ban
Approach from 9 1:30. Price Is
SS per couple, dress is semi
formal. so look sharp: doors
open al 130 pm. Coming up is
the Weekend trip to Bear Valley
Mar. 40. Also, signups for
Jackson Hole Easter week long
trip are Tues. Feb 28th at 7:15
am. Price is $106, 0100 deposit
due on the 28th. No CASH.
Checks and Money Orders only
More info at ski table or call Joe
at 2611 2529, Steve 261 0126 or
wade 293 WI. GO FOR IT!

IfflP WANTED

WANTED Graphic Arts swains to
layout instruction books for
Math Teaching Ails, part time
Cambrian Park area. Call Dick
or Helen Davis. 377 1678

. Oeadl,nr two days proof to publication

Senn,.
I
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Stop signs gone;
accidents feared

-

San Jose’s famous outdoor swimming hole, the Paseode San
Antonio fountain, has running water again.
Before the fountains were turned off because of the recent
drought, mention was mode in local news media that some of the
less fastidious citizens in the city used the fountain to perform

UNR President
fired by Regents
RENO i AP) University of Nevada at Reno
President Max Milam, the subject of much criticism of
late, was fired Friday by the University of Nevada
Board of Regents.
His supporters cried and expressed distress after
the vote. Milam showed no response and had no immediate comment.
Milam, who had been at the campus about four
years, has been under fire several times for his hiring
practices.
Most recently he was reproved for the proposed
rehiring of former University of Nevada Chancellor
Neal Humphrey as a $3,000-per-month consultant.
Milam drew regent and staff criticism last year
after he did not advertise nationally for UNR Vice
President of Academic Affairs. Milam hired Arts and
Sciences Dean Robert Gomell to the post.

Ispartaguidel
The Bahai Student
Form will present an introductory talk about the
Bahai faith at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.

Work Work Student
Organization will meet at
noon today in the School of
Social Work faculty conference room.

MeCHa will meet at 4
p.m. today upstairs in the
Mexican-American Graduate Studies Building

The Environmental
Information Center will
meet at 2 p.m. today in
Building U. ’ Dozen Days
for Earth" will be
discussed.

Dr. Dolan H. Eargle
Jr., research chemist from
the University of California
at San Francisco, will
speak on ’ Phosphate 018
Exchange in Enzymes** at
1:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall, room 505.
Intramural basketball
signups end tomorrow.
Interested students can
pick up rosters in A.S.
Leisure Services office.
Applications for officials
are also available.
The Graduate Social

MEN /WOMEN

Three
mini -study
courses will be offered
today in the reading lab,
Education Building, room
231. ’Vocabulary building"
will be at 10 a.m., ’ Speed
reading" at 11 a.m. and
’Inference and observation" at 1 p.m.

photo by Bob Dawson
their ablutions.
The San Jose City Council passed Councilman Al Garza’s
motion Tuesday to turn on the fountain by a 4-2 vote.
Garza said the fountain looked **objectionable" with water,
but "hideous" without it

Downtown redevelopment
(Continued from page 11
protection," he said.
"I think it is important
that redevelopment does
its work. It’s also important that people who
visit the area change," said
Joseph laScolla, manager
of Downtown Liquors USave, 99 S. Third St.
the
Antonio Go,
manager of National
Dollar Stores, 140 S. First
St., thinks that the
rebuilding plan would
"bring back our business."
Clerk Louise Delgado,
who has been working at
the store for 27 years, has
has her own opinion.
"I ride the bus to work
every day," she said, "and
the people who ride with
me need a center of town
for their shopping. People
are getting tired of fighting

the traffic trying to get to
the shopping centers."
Commercial
loan
salesman Bob Summer of
the First National Bank, 2
W. Santa Clara St., thinks
that changing the downtown is a good idea, but
would like to see some
improvements first.
"There are enough
transients walking around
that our tellers are afraid
to walk around at night.
"I think the downtown
should be more heavily
patrolled and the undesirables cleaned up," he
said.
Clerk
Richard
Adoradio of Carroll and
Bishop Cigars at 70 E.
Santa Clara is more overt
with his feelings.

"I think the people
planning it are really
stupid," he said.
"They wanted to plant
trees down First and Santa
Clara streets one time," he
said.
new
"Building
buildings will help, but the
old ones should be used,"
he said. He also wished that
the
alchoholic
rehabilitation center would
be moved.
And Howard Kammler, owner of The Outlet,
174 S. First St. posed this
quesiton: "What are the
merchants to do while the
city is waiting to start’
constructionr

The recent removal of
two stop signs by the city of
San Jose from San
Salvador and Ninth streets
could pose hazards for
pedestrians and traffic,
according to Sgt. Bill
Correll of Univesity Police.
The stop signs, located
on property owned by
SJSU, were removed
because the city does not
provide stop signs for
private roads, according to
engineering technician Jim
Boucree of the San Jose
traffic department.
"It’s a rather difficult
intersection to navigate
through without stop
signs," Correll said. ’I’ve
heard from our patrol
division that they are
concerned it will be a
hazard."
added
that
He
Univesity Police have no
’solid inreports or
formation’’ to back up this
concern.
The stop signs were left
from the December 1974
closing of Ninth Street
between San Fernando and
San Carlos streets, and San
Carlos and San Salvador
streets.
Ninth Street
The
closing originated from a
proposal by then -AS.
President Dennis King.
King set up a task force
to study the proposal.
Safety factors, less noise
pollution and containment
of the SJSU campus were
cited as the task force’s
objectives in seeking the
Ninth Street closure.
At that time, it was
discovered that SJSU
owned the property the
stop signs were on. The San
Jose City Council passed a
reslution November 1974,
in which the city vacated
its right-of-way to that
section of Ninth Street.
The area became the
property of SJSU, or rather
the State of California, and
was closed off by the
university to through
traffic.

But the stop signs probably recommend tl
university install their ou
remained.
’ I realized we’d never stop signs at the i
passed any resolution to tersection.
Lieut. Maurice Jone
keep them ( the signs) on
San Salvador, so I had head of University Polk
them removed. It was an Patrol Division, was n.
oversight that we’d left available for comment.
At the time of th
them there," Boucree said.
Boucree said section printing, neither the City(
21804 of the California San Jose or the SJS’
Vehicle Code permits Parking Services knew th
removal of the signs exact date when the sto
because, it states, ’The signs were removed. Br
driver of a vehicle about to when it was discovere
enter or cross a highway that the stop signs wer
from any public or private gone, the Parking Service
property, or from an alley, Department installed thei
shall yield the right-of-way own. This shiny red ot
to all vehicles and bicycles tagon is mounted oil
approaching on the cement block by th.
driveway that leads out it
highway."
Boucree said another Ninth Street onto Sat’
reason for removing signs, Salvador between Sa
was that traffic has Salvador and San Carlos’.
decreased at the in- This closed-off area it
tersection since the signs currently a loading zone for
were originally installed. dormitory residents.
Jim Hurley, Parkin
Cars were being stopped
unnecessarily, he said, Services manager, had tht
costing motorists lost time stop sign installed ir
and money in stopping January when he noticet
students were still drivinr.
their cars.
Nevertheless, Univer- out onto San Salvador
sity Police are concerned without stopping. Students.
about possible accidents says Hurley, weren’t
and pedestriann safety at aware the stop signs on Sari
the intersection, Correll Salvador had been:
removed. The new stop*
said.
He said University sign, says Hurley, ’was ti
Police Patrol Division will protect the students. ’

Earth’s 12 days
mapped out today
campus -wide
A
planning meeting for "A
Dozen Days For Earth," a
12-day program of events
aimed at stimulating environmental awareness,
will be held today at 2 p.m.
in Duncan Hall, room 515.
Associated Students
and the SJSU Environmental Information
Center are sponsoring the
program, which will run
from April 22 to May 3.
During the 12 days
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AdMiSSiON:
STUCIENTS

$1.00

OUR FOUR DECEMBER GRADUATES ( 2 FEMALE AND
? MALE) HAVE BACHELOR’S DEGREES IN:

GENERAL

$2.00

CALL THE PLACEMENT OFFICE TO ARRANGE FOR AN
INTERVIEW ON THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY 17,1978.

In

WiTh

MS IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
MS IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
AT THE UNIVERSITY OFARIZONA
SECONDARY EDUCATION
MATH
ORIENTAL STUDIES
BIOLOGY
ALL ARE PLACED AND AVAILABLE FOR COMMENT.

aLsecvlarasrvversaskslas
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aRPROGRAM
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The Associated Students Program Boar.1
and
Concerned Black Students
at San Jose State University
present:

TECH/NON-TECH

FOR AN ADVANCED DEGREE IN
A PROFESSION IN HIGH DEMAND
WHATEVER YOUR PRESENT FIELD
N E EDED: AW EiACHELOPS DEGREE
MOTIVATION -MATURITY HIGH GPA

COPIES

TONIGHT

Fred
Halstead,
Socialist Workers Party
candidate for governor,
will speak at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.

QUALI

such topics as the
wilderness and wildlife.
food, transportation,
conservation, recreation
and health, jobs and .
economics, land use, and
energy use will be ’
examined.

Tickets available at the SJSU
Business Office and at the door
For more information call 277-3214 or 277-2807

The TI-57. The super slide-rule that’ll
get you into programming... fast and easy.
Even if you’ve never programmed before.
For the student who requires slide-rule functions, the
TI-57 delivers an exceptional
combination of advanced
mathematical and statistical
capabilities. From functions
such as trig, logs, powers, roots
and reciprocals...to mean, variance, standard deviation and
much more,
And as long as you’re in
the market for a super sliderule calculator, why not buy
one that can also put the power,
speed and convenience of programming at your disposal?
Programming a calculator

simply means giving itto logical
set of instructions for accomplishing what you want it to
do. Programming enables you
to solve lengthy and repetitive
problems
quickly
by substituting
new van.
ables into
the set of
instructions
which you
have already entered into the machine.
The end result is more al -

ment use of your time in problem -solving.
All this and more is explained in our unique, illustrated, easy -to -follow guide
book, "Making Tracks Into
Programming." This 200-page
book comes with the TI -57. It
contains simple, step-by-step
instructions and examples to
help you quickly learn to use
programming functions to
make your problem -solving
faster, more accurate and fun.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
.. INNOVATORS IN
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
(r) 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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